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Students protest Sodexo

General Manager responds to employee mistreatment claims
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SODEXO has been under fire by student group End the Silence for alleged mistreatment of employees. (Courtesy of St. Mary’s College’s website)

BY: JACK BARNES
NEWS EDITOR
Recent changes in Sodexo have be
overshadowed by End the Silence protests
about the food service company’s treatment of its workers and certain dining
policies students find unfair. I sat down
with Sodexo General Manager Gail Dillon
planning to discuss the Choose to Reuse
program and her first nine months at
Saint Mary’s, an interview we had set up
weeks ago. But considering the End the Silence movement’s list of demands and the
impending Sodexo Town Hall on Tuesday,
our conversation eventually shifted focus.
The list of demands is 12 long, and
represents a gap in understanding—and

even trust—between management and want to make clear that all of our demands
the student body. Dillon was apparently are rooted in policies that we or people
frustrated with the allegations, specifi- we have spoken to have experienced,”
cally denying that students on the “All You they write. “Some of our twelve demands
Care to Eat” plan were
that pertain to management
being limited to one
are being called into quesplate per swipe and that We want to make tion and we would love to
employees were told not clear that all of
substantiate them with the
to talk to students. The
individuals involved.” In my
GM takes some blame our demands are
correspondence with End the
for miscommunication, rooted in policies Silence, they identified themand is “so excited about
selves as “a grassroots student
the Town Hall,” but she
movement… advocating for
confesses that she “feel[s] bad that people community members from traditionally
or students who have concerns don’t voice marginalized identities and historically
them.”
underrepresented backgrounds,” citing
End the Silence, it seems, is doing just
that. And they stand by their claims: “We see A SITDOWN WITH SODEXO page 2
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There is a Disney
Princess among us!
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The Oscars in review: the good,
Bravo’s “Dirty John:” What you
need to know.

Lasallian Living Learning more than a mouthful
BY: VICTORIA VIDALES
NEWS EDITOR

community. Students plan on increasing
their faith in God, service to the extended
The Lasallian Living Learning Com- community, and a foundation of friendship
munity is one of Saint Mary’s residence with their peers.
“[A big perk of living in the Lasallian comhall communities for second year students.
munity is] getting to know
Located in Beckett residence
like minded people who are
hall, the Lasallian Living
These students
here to grow as individuals,”
Learning Community is a
community member Katelyn
close group of Saint Mary’s choose to take
McCarthy said.
students who choose to take
on more service
A big component of the
a different approach to resiclass is community service,
dence hall living. Through rigor while living
as the group promotes servfaith, service, and community in a resident hall
ing the larger community,
building, students attempt
not just the students at Saint
to grow as stewards of their
community, and exemplify the expectations Mary’s. Community service takes place
whenever a students schedule allows the
of a Saint Mary’s student.
A community of sophomores, these flexibility. Service opportunities can range
students choose to take on more service from tutoring students from high risk enrigor while living in a residence hall. Ap- vironments, or working at the community
proximately 20 students are a part of the food bank. This part of the Living Learning
community this year, a solid amount for Community is one of the most important, as
the organization. The Lasallian commu- it focuses on serving the greater community,
nity bases their actions off of three essential which, as Saint Mary’s students, they are
pillars of Saint Mary’s, faith, service and called to do.

A quarter credit class, .25 TRS 017, is
required to live in this community. The
class centers around the life of Saint John
Baptiste De La Salle, one of the inspirations
for Saint Mary’s. While taking the course
students will learn about the teachings of
De La Salle, and how that is connected to
the Saint Mary’s ideology.
Students also attend a weekly service, an
event where students can come together of
different faiths and pray. Students are not
required to be religious to live in this community, only be tolerant of others expressing
their beliefs. Students also attend retreats
where they can grow in their faith, and learn
about the faiths of others.
Students are also required to attend
Monday night “Community Nights.” Held
every other week, these meetings follow the
quarter credit class students will take. The
purpose of this is to allow students to get to
know each other better, through their class,
hall dinner, and fun activities. The events can
see LASALLIAN LIVING CONT. page 3

Sports
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The race for the NBA
MVP is close, or is it?
Robert Kraft gets more
than he bargains for
Introducing:
Saint Mary’s Sports Roundup
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Clark’s cops set free
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one of Trump’s most trusted
employees, Cohen took it upon
On February 27th former at- himself to preserve Trump’s
torney Michael Cohen faced the character at all costs.
Congress of the United States to
Cohen describes his role of
testify against his former em- fixing problems for the presiployer Donald Trump. Trump, dent. He claims that he wrote
the 45th president of the United threatening letters to former
States, has consistently denied schools of Trump demanding
any wrong doings before, during that they not release Trump’s
and after his campaign. How- academic record, and paid off
ever, Cohen claims that Trump individuals with compromising
has broken many laws in the U.S. information. Cohen claims that
judicial system, and has a racist he was completely devoted to
character that is damaging the Trump, and would have done
office of the presidency.
anything to preserve his image.
Cohen testified that Trump
Cohen also made personal atknew about the hush money tacks against Trump’s character
payments that
and integrity, callCohen made to
ing him a liar and a
adult film star Dillon says she is
racist. He claimed
Stormy Daniels. already making
that Trump made
Daniels, who reracist comments
vealed an affair efforts to run
against African
with Trump, was future memos and
A m e r i c a n s, a n d
paid to silence
people in Afriher story. Cohen announcements by
can countries.
claimed that the student associations He also claimed
story was damthat Trump told
aging Trump’s
him about how he
image to voters, and that by avoided the draft for the Vietgetting rid of the story Trump nam War.
would have less issues on the
Although the accusations
campaign trail. Cohen originally against Trump were uncharacclaimed that he paid Daniels teristic for a modern president,
130,000 dollars, all without the the developments did not garknowledge of Trump. However, ner a switch in loyalties. For
now Cohen claims that Trump Trump’s critics this testimony
knew about the payments and only confirmed what they had
then reimbursed him 35,000 long believed, that Trump was
dollar payment, while he was a liar, a racist and unfit for
the president.
the presidency of the U.S. For
C o h e n a l s o c l a i m e d t h a t those who support Trump the
through code Trump ordered testimony did not change their
him to lie about payments and positive feelings for him, and
questionable business dealings. instead, confirmed their beliefs
Cohen expressed how by work- of an unjust witch hunt for a
ing for Trump for many years leader that they do not like.
he already knew unspoken cues The consequences of Cohen’s
for actions. He especially used testimony are sure to play out
this tactic when covering up a in the coming weeks, however, it
business dealing for a Trump continues to show the deadlock
Tower building in Russia. As among politicians, and citizens

A sitdown with Sodexo
continued from page 1
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

water and that the $3 price tag
presents a financial barrier to
the Lasallian Core Principles as certain students. “I think there
their vision. Since the announce- was confusion with the guidement of the Tuesday’s Town Hall, lines that [were] put out first,”
student movement has moved Dillon admits. “I think… it conits Walk Out to that afternoon at fused people on how much food
they could take or if they could
12:00 p.m.
For Dillon, her first nine take food.”
Chief among the concerns
months have been an overall
success. She cites Dryden Hall brought forth by End the Sias a marquee accomplishment, lence was employee treatment.
“when I started here nobody used ETS’s demands include a $3/
Dryden because it was dark… and hour pay raise, that workers be
now that room is busier than the given their old shifts back, and
Oliver Hall dining room.” Other perhaps most seriously that the
focuses include flow manage- “mistreatment of Sodexo staff ”
ment in the dining room, the be “immediate[ly] investigated.”
opening of the pub—for which Although we did not address
she teases a relaunch—and the each demand specifically, DilChoose to Reuse program. The lon defended herself against
the accusations
Choose to Reuse
o f m i st r e a t i n g
program offers
workers. “In your
reusable plastic Although we did not
containers for address each demand job, you might be
having a bad day
to-go meals as
and end up saya r e p l a c e m e n t specifically, Dillon
ing something to
to the monthly defended herself
somebody kind
2 5 ,0 0 0 p a p e r
plates of the past. against the accusation of negative and
the next thing you
The paper plates,
evidently, are missed. One of know you’re talking to another
ETS’s 12 demands is that the staff member in a different decompostable paper plates are partment—do you see what I’m
brought back, arguing that the saying?” Could it be that this all
plastic to-go containers waste resulted from a bad day snow-

SACRAMENTO not charging cops in civilian death.(Courtesy of The San Francisco Examiner)

BY: JACK BARNES
NEWS EDITOR
The Sacramento police officers responsible for Stephon Clark’s death
will not face prosecution, District
Attorney Anne Marie Schubert announced on Saturday. On March 18,
2018 two cops followed Clark into
his grandmother’s backyard after
911 calls about someone breaking
into cars in the neighborhood. In
the short minutes that followed, the
cops determined they thought he
had a gun and fired 20 shots, hitting
Clark seven times and killing him.
Clark did not have a gun on him, but
rather a cell phone mistaken for one.
Clark’s killing was met with protests in Sacramento and was national news, as it squarely fit into the
trend of unarmed black men being
killed by police. One year later, it is
news again. Unfortunately, cops being let off without charges is every
bit as common as the first trend, and
Sacramento has proven itself to be
no exception.
Consequently, few were surprised
by the DA’s decision. “The evidence
in this case demonstrates that both
officers had an honest and reasonable belief that they were in imminent danger of death or great bodily
injury,” reads Schubert’s summary.
“Therefore, the shooting of Mr. Clark

was lawful and no criminal charges
will be filed.”
This illuminates the core issue
with holding cops accountable—the
wording of the law makes it near
impossible. The officers are always
reportedly “feared for their lives”
even when the victims, like Clark,
turn out to be unarmed. Certainly,
cops have a very difficult and at
times scary and dangerous. Whether
they are inclined to pull the trigger
because of the training they receive
and the laws that protect them is up
for debate, but the current situation
is a disaster and something needs
to change.
Cops are, by and large, good people. But that is not the issue at hand,
and neither acknowledging that
nor denying it resembles progress.
Of course we would be better off as
a society if we had more trust in the
police, and tragedies like this would
certainly happen less frequently.
But that cannot be the only answer,
and police departments need to do
a better job of earning that trust.
That trust cannot be gained without
changes to the laws, to training, or
both.
We waited an entire year for this
decision, a fact that Clark’s brother
Stevante explained with a legal
maxim, “justice prolonged is justice
denied.”

balling into something bigger? eye of the beholder, and would no
And is that justification? “I’ve doubt make for a riveting Semibeen here nine months,” she nar discussion. Dillon says she
continues, “the previous GM was is already making efforts to run
here over 20 years. So it’s a differ- future memos and announceent style… maybe
ments by student
associations. Howhaving a differever, it is not likely
ent personality. Dillon says she is
this will satisfy the
But have I fired already making
End the Silence
15 people? NO!
movement, makAbsolutely not… efforts to run
ing the Town Hall
So I think some future memos and
the more cruof it gets lost. It’s
announcements by all
cial. Sodexo’s inviall about comm u n i c a t i o n . student associations tation stated that
“it is important to
Communication
us that you get a
with the students, communication with my chance to speak to us directly
about your concerns.” End the
staff.”
Surely miscommunication is at Silence very existence is so that
the root of many of the twelve de- marginalized voices are heard.
mands. Last week flyers started The table is set for meaningful
popping up bringing the alleged discourse to be had. Saint Marys’
mistreatment to readers’ atten- workers must be treated with
tion. Since then, ETS organized a dignity, and its students treated
Walk Out and Housing organized fairly. If Tuesday’s Town Hall
a Town Hall. Miscommunication is successful, then it will either
is also the lead suspect for other prove this is already the case or
rumors about Sodexo manage- make the necessary changes to
ment that ETS could not verify ensure it.
and do not associate itself with.
The Town Hall Meeting is
Until such rumors are confirmed,
they will remain nothing more Tuesday, March 5 from 5:00pm 6:30pm in Cassin Student Union.
than rumors.
But miscommunication is one
The End the Silence Walk Out
of the most notorious scapegoats
in history, though. Whether it ab- is Tuesday, March 5 at 12:00pm
solves any parties of fault is in the in Dante Quad.
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Keeping you in the loop

U

BER AND LYFT TO GIVE CASH BONUSES TO
DRIVERS
Companies Uber and Lyft are planning on rewarding
their most frequent and longest serving drivers with the
opportunity to buy stock at the public offering price. This is
set before the stock is soon being traded on the public stock
exchanges, which are not available to consumers. All of this
is in response to growing unrest from drivers, who claim
that they are acting as independent earners, and not a part
of a larger corporation. Uber and Lyft are attempting to appease them, and prevent larger public issues in the future. .

Ash Wednesday Services
Wednesday, March 6
1:00pm Liturgy of the Word
5:15pm Mass
8:00pm Mass
Location: Chapel
Contact: Quang Lu
ql24@stmarys-ca.edu

OMEN’S HISTORY MONTH 2019
The month of March is deemed Women’s History Month to celebrate the groundbreaking achievements
made by women in the past and present. This year is the
100th anniversary of the declaration of the 19th amendment
which gave women the right to vote. Throughout history
many women have made sacrifices for the next generation
to achieve opportunities that they never had. This month
is meant to honor their achievements, and celebrate new
ones for women nationwide.

Pathways to Science
Speaker Series: Dr.
Lauren Esposito
Wednesday, March 6
4 p.m.
Location: LeFevre Theatre
Contact: Dr. Ameer Thompson
ant6@stmarys-ca.edu

W

U

GANDA’S SOCIAL MEDIA TAX
Many people in Uganda have stopped using the
internet in response to a government issued social media tax
that was originally implemented in July. The tax increased
funds for daily usage on many social media apps, discouraging people from using them. The government claims that
this was a way to increase economic funding, however, critics have argued that it limits free speech. Unfortunately, for
the government, the tax has not implemented the economic
increase they were expecting with more people choosing to
forgo social media use than pay for it.

S

EXUAL ASSAULT ON THE BORDER
Migrant women crossing over into the United States
are routinely raped and sexually assaulted by smugglers
getting them into the country. The New York Times did a
story shedding light on what has been a neglected corner of
the #MeToo movement. Crossing the border is a dangerous
endeavor for anyone, but, as this article displays, can be especially perilous for women. The fact that social consciousness is shifting to recognize the assault and harassment of
women is a testament to the effectiveness of the movement,
and even more so that we are acknowledging these realities
for women who are so often not seen.

A

RIANA GRANDE AND ‘A STAR IS BORN’ VY FOR
BILLBOARD NO. 1
The ‘A Star is Born’ soundtrack remains in the
Billboard No. 1 for its 20th week, trading spots with Ariana
Grande’s ‘Thank U, Next’ for number one. Grande’s album
recently spent its first two weeks in the top spot, but Bradley
Cooper and Lady Gaga’s Oscar performance (along with the
awards they won there) brought the film’s soundtrack back
to the throne. Interestingly, the soundtrack for ‘Bohemian
Rhapsody’ is just behind, perhaps reflecting the prominence
of musical films and people’s affinity for their soundtracks.

N

BA WESTERN CONFERENCE PLAYOFF RACE
IS TIGHT FOR 8TH SEED
The NBA’s Western Conference has been far stronger than its Eastern counterpart for the last decade, and its
eight coveted playoff spots are always harder to get than
those in the East. The four teams fighting for the seventh
and eighth seeds are the San Antonio Spurs, the Los Angeles
Clippers, the Sacramento Kings, and the Los Angeles Lakers. The Clippers have surprisingly stayed solid after dealing stars Tobias Harris and Boban Marjanovic, and frankly
that the Spurs missing the playoffs is even a possibility is
brow-raising in the Popovich era. The real excitement is in
Sacramento and with the Lakers, who would be missing out
if the post-season started today.

Campus
Calendar
#300LaSalle Kickoff
Tuesday, March 5
4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Location: Soda Center
Contact: Sally Jamison
sjamison@stmarys-ca.edu or
Or Colleen da Silva
cao6@stmarys-ca.edu

W

ORLD’S HEALTHIEST COUNTRIES U.S.
COMES IN 35TH
The reports for the world’s healthiest countries have
come in and the U.S. was ranked 35th Spain was ranked
as the most healthiest nation in 2019, Italy, took 2nd, and
Iceland 3rd. Europe was the big winner with three other
countries in the top 10. The study looks at life expectancy,
obesity and drug rates to rank the states. The U.S. has risen
in deaths due to suicides and drug overdoses, hurting their
ranking. This recent report is food for thought for citizens
to acknowledge where their country ranks in health among
the rest of the world.
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LASALLIAN COMMUNITY flyer advertises to sophomores. (Courtesy of Saint Mary’s College website)

range from holiday themed DIYs to
movie nights each with a purpose
to strengthen the bond of people in
the community.
“[The community] broadens
your horizons and meet people
you possibly would not have met
otherwise,” McCarthy said.
Although it may seem that there
is a lot of work to living in this community, students in the organization stress what a unique, fun and

Students in the
organization stress
what a unique, fun and
memorable experience
they have had so far
memorable experience they have
had so far. The Lasallian Living
Learning Community aims to build
a sense of community within their
community. The goal is to have
students get to know one another,
and be on a friendly basis that they
might not have if living in another
residence hall.
“I really liked [the community]
because it’s a Lasallian school and
sometimes you are not taught exactly what it means,” community
member Teresa Chang said.
The community also attempts to
attract students who have a drive
for service, or at least, are willing
to try. Since this is a smaller community of Saint Mary’s the connections are able to be more personal.
Students are able to connect with
not only students that are currently
living in the community, but older
students who have already gone
through the process, and are still
willing to be involved.
“[The community also] connects
you to another generation to Lasallian students who lived in the community before,” McCarthy said.
The Lasallian Living Learning
Community is meant to be an environment where students can grow

as individuals, and discover more
about themselves. This is a safe and
secure environment that attempts
to demonstrate the importance of
Saint Mary’s. Many students can
find their refuge in this community,
as the door is open to any student
that is willing to be a part of this
association.
“[As a result of our bond] we are
able to explore this community
together,” Chang said.
To live in the Lasallian Living
Learning Community students
must complete an online application that can be found on the Saint
Mary’s website. Students will then
have a short interview concerning why they want to live in the
community, and agreeing to the
curriculum if they are accepted.
While this may seem daunting,
it is said that the interview is not
intimidating and is more of a Get to
Know You session. It is an opportunity for the student to see if this
is something they believe could be
a good fit for them.
Once their application and interview is approved students are
notified of their acceptance and
will be automatically placed into
residential living for next year. An
exciting announcement, students

Studetns should
prepare themselves
for a year of personal
and communal growth
should prepare themselves for a
year of personal and communal
growth.
The deadline for incoming second year students to apply to live
in the Lasallian Living Learning
Community is March 8th. For
more information please contact
Carrie Davis at cak6@stmarys-ca.
edu or Nick van Santen at nv5@
stmarys-ca.edu.

Meditation in the Galleries
Thursday, March 7
2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Location: Museum of Art
Contact: Tara Harju
(925) 631-4379
museum@stmarys-ca.edu
CMEA Solo/
Ensemble Festival
Saturday, March 9
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Contact: John Maltester
Phone: 925-765-4636
Email: jfm2@stmarys-ca.edu
Dockworker Power:
Race and Activism,
with Peter Cole
Monday, March 11
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Location: Claeys Lounge
Contact: Serena DeTorres
ssd4@stmarys-ca.edu
(925) 631-5091
Staff Council Meeting
Tuesday, March 12
12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Location: Hagerty Lounge
Contact:
staff_council@stmarys-ca.edu

Annual English Dept.
Career Night 2019
Wednesday, March 13
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Location: Hagerty Lounge
Contact: Ryan McKinley
rm20@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
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All You Need To Know About Bravo’s “Dirty John”
BY TAYLOR BURKE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Debra Newell, a 59-year-old businesswoman seems to have it all:
success, beauty, and a house right
on the beach in Orange County,
California. The only thing that
wasn’t up to par was her love life:
she has been married a total of five
times. Debra started her own profitable design firm called Ambrosia
Interior Design, and as a result of her
wealth, she became a prime target
for creepy men. When she met an
endearing and handsome doctor
in 2014 named John Meehan, she’s
quickly charmed and blinded by his
con artist ways. What starts as a fastpaced, love-at-first-sight romance
turns into a deadly battle that the
family will have to live with forever.
Long before the John drama even
began, Newell’s sister Cindi’s life
took a very disastrous turn. In 1984,
Cindi tried to leave her husband Billy
Vickers, and was shot and killed by
him when attempting to seperate.
As LA Times reporter Goffard
writes on his blog, “It was the reason
Debra hated firearms. It was the reason she refused to have one around,
long after people began warning her

that she needed one.”
Thirty years had since passed,
but her sister’s’ death still plays a
vulnerable and emotional toll on
how Newell lives her life. It affects
her relationships because it is harder
for her to cut ties with a partner since
ultimately that is why her sister
passed away.
How It All Began
Los Angeles Times reporter
Christopher Goffard was so fascinated by this unique and whirlwind
romance that he based his podcast
on his extensive research of the
relationship. His podcast topped
the iTunes charts for weeks, which
ultimately lead the Bravo channel
picking it up and making it a TV
drama mini-series that is now wildly
successful. In 2019, the pilot episode
of “Dirty John” aired and became
Bravo’s most-watched and highestrated episode with an average of 2.3
million viewers for its initial airing
and 3.3 million viewers for the finale.
The Beginning of the End
When John and Debra met in
October 2014 after connecting on a
dating sight, they were married just
two short months after.
“He said all the right things. And
he had a family,” Debra said when

asked by E! what attracted her to
John. “He has a picture on his dating
site of his daughters. So I thought,
‘Oh, he’s a family man, this is great.’
So I thought he had it all.”
After Newell introduced Meehan
to her daughters, things immediately didn’t seem to sit right with
them. They were very skeptical of his
actions and didn’t think his story was
adding up. He would state that he is
an anesthesiologist and that he just
returned from a year of volunteering with an organization in Iraq. He
dismissed questions about his past,
moved in with their mother within
the first month, started driving their
cars and using Newell’s belongings.
He also forbid the family to see each
other without his supervision.
Newell’s daughters eventually
discovered a lot more than they were
anticipating after they decided to
hire a private investigator to track
Meehan’s whereabouts.
What They Found On His Record
In 2002, Meehan’s first wife found
a box of Versed and Fentanyl which
Meehan stole from the hospital with
the intention of using it on himself.
Meehan lost his job but was allowed
to walk away free. According to police reports, Meehan went on to steal

drugs from other hospitals where his
behavior drew attention, especially
when he brought a gun in to steal
Demerol from a patient. Later on
that same year, Meehan received
another job at a hospital in Ohio but
was found submitting a patient’s
urine sample as his own.
However, on the day he was supposed to turn himself in, he was
found to have overdosed on drugs in
Michigan. After he was arrested and
put on an ambulance, he escaped
from the moving vehicle and hid in
an elevator shaft. Meehan served 17
months in prison in Michigan.
In 2013, Meehan was arrested
again when he was standing over a
woman’s bed when she awoke from
brain surgery, claiming to be her
anesthesiologist. He began stalking
her and was found in possession
of a firearm. He was taken to jail in
February of 2014 and was released
from prison on October 8, 2014.
He met Debra Newell on October
10, 2014, just two days after being
released.
To quote Goffard, “he had seduced, swindled and terrorized
multiple women, many of whom he
had met on dating sites while posing
as a doctor, court records showed.”

Spoiler Alert: How it all Concludes
As Newell gets drawn deeper into
his lies and sinister game of psychological manipulation, it results in
horrific consequences for the entire
family.
After Debra Newell was faced
with this horrible realization that
she married a monster, in March
2016, she decided to pack up and
leave. Meehan was quick to stalk
and try to make her life miserable. As
though stealing her car and lighting
it on fire wasn’t enough, Meehan
showed up with a knife and attacked
Newell’s daughter. While mid attack, Newell’s daughter was able
to get ahold of the knife and stab
him repeatedly. John Meehan was
pronounced dead four days later on
August 24, 2016.
Where Are They Now?
Newell and her daughter now
reside in Nevada still running her
business.
Goffard wrote in 2017 that Debra
“still struggles with guilt that she
brought John into her family’s life”.
As for Debra Newell’s dating life,
she confirmed to US Weekly Magazine, that she has no intention to
date any time soon.

Oscars ‘19: The Good, The Bad, & The “Green Book”
BY SETH BOYD
STAFF WRITER
The 2019 Oscars set records,
broken conventions, and garnered
more than the usual amount of
controversy. As with every Oscar
ceremony, the focus was on those
who won awards. Many of the decisions made by the Academy this
year were good, many were bad, and
some were a mixture of both. Let’s
start with the good.
The Good
The best element of the 2019
Oscars was the increased diversity in those honored. The year
2019 saw seven African-Americans
winning Oscars, more than any
previous year. Two of those Oscars
were awarded for work on Black
Panther. Ruth E. Carter and Hannah Beachler became the first
African-American to win an Oscar
for Costume Design and Production
Design, respectively, for their work
on the film.
Similarly, Peter Ramsey set record by being the first black director

“Green Book” won Best Picture at the 2019 Oscars Award Ceremony. (Mike Blake/REUITERS)

to be even be nominated, let alone
win, an Oscar for an animated film.
Ramsey won the award for his work
on “Spider-Man: Into the SpiderVerse.” The Oscar win for “SpiderMan: Into the Spider-Verse” is certainly worth celebrating, not only
for its diversity on and off screen,
but for its technical innovation.
Other notable Oscar wins in-

clude: Regina King winning for her
performance in “If Beale Street
Could Talk,” Spike Lee winning Best
Adapted Screenplay for “BlacKkKlansman,” and Alfonso Cuarón
winning for both directing and
cinematography with “Roma.”
The Bad
There was plenty of bad decisions by the Academy this year.

Easily the most egregious of these
was “Green Book” winning the
Oscar for Best Picture. Spike Lee
spoke it best when he said: “the ref
made a bad call” in reference to the
announcement. While featuring
fantastic performances – more on
that later – “Green Book” unfortunately continues the long tradition
of the Oscar going to films that perpetuate the white savior complex.
Given that other nominees included
films with much great representation of race – including “BlacKkKlansman,” “Black Panther,” and,
“Roma” – “Green Book” taking
home the award was particularly
disappointing.
“Green Book” winning Best Picture wasn’t the only bad call made
by the refs this year. “Bohemian
Rhapsody” ended up taking home
four awards from the ceremony,
more than any other film. The most
baffling of these wins is for Best Editing, particularly given the competition. For more detailed reasons on
why these awards were unmerited,
please refer to the review of this film

by “The Collegian” editor-in-chief
Hunter Hershey.
Both
Saint Mary’s own Mahershala Ali
took home an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor. This makes Mahershala Ali the second black actor after
Denzel Washington to win multiple
Oscars for acting. This is certainly
quite an achievement. However, Ali
won his second Oscar for the “Green
Book.” Similarly, Rami Malek became the first Egyptian-American
to win an Oscar for his portrayal
of Freddie Mercury in “Bohemian
Rhapsody.” Both actors have made
impressive accomplishments. The
quality and accuracy of their films
aside, their achievements as actors
and towards greater representation
in media should be celebrated.
There are plenty of other aspects
from the Oscars to digest. From the
being the first Oscars ceremony
without a host since 1989 to the
stunning and progressive red carpet
fashion. What were some of your
favorite, or least favorite, moments
at the Oscars? Let us know!

Ireland and her Composition of Melodic Sounds
BY JORDAN PASTOR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
My Jan Term in Ireland was a
wonderful spectacle. Our arrival
to our first town, Cork, was the beginning of a month of potatoes in
every form and fashion. If there’s
something memorable I can attest to about Ireland, it’s that the
food was peripheral to the potato.
It was an entirely new experience
for my palate - green vegetables
were a relative rarity, whereas
there were copious amounts of
beef and gravy and bread, which
were sides to, you guessed it,
potato. Irish consumption, I’ve
realized, is less so about the broad

Pubs are among the many places that comprised the sounds of Ireland (Photo by Adriana Avila)

range of beers and whiskeys they
pride themselves in as much as it

was about the humble spud.
There are a number of things

I can say about and food--, but
more than anything, a characteristically instrumental part of
my time there was the music of
Ireland. Not exclusively music from the fiddle or bodhrán,
but just the sounds of the land.
Ireland is a song. Ireland is the
sound of the hooves of a herd
of sheep on the wet rocks that
overlook the waves of the rusty
indigo ocean. It’s the number of
times you hear clinking glasses
in the pubs that fill with tourists
and locals alike with how often
the nitrogen pumps for the kegs
of Guinness hiss on and off. It’s
the sound of news among the high
school girls in plaid skirts and

blue blazers as they spend their
free time browsing in the Derry
shopping center. It’s the sound of
the Eastern Wind. It’s the melody
of a tea kettle. Ireland is rain and
snow, beef and potatoes, lager and
stout, generous and proud, kind
and lively. Never in my life did I
think I would stumble on the terraces of Dingle and look out to the
Sleeping Bishop or share a room
with a revolutionary politician,
but I came to realize that anyone
can enjoy a few chips as their
called and hear the Irish song, being a part of the land all the same.
Ireland is alive, and its wonderful
rhythm begins with a friendly
“sláinte!”
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Sophia Cipolla, The Disney Princess Amongst Us
BY MADISON LATTNER
STAFF WRITER
[Editors’ note: Sophia Cipolla
‘20 is heavily involved in the
Saint Mary’s community. She is
a Guyette Leadership Fellow, an
Engaged Learning Facilitator
for CILSA ELF, an I-House Community Leader, and a member of
the Academic Honor Council and
Peer Conduct Council. Outside of
Saint Mary’s, however, Sophia is
a real-life Disney princess. Yes,
Gaels, we have a princess gracing our halls. The Collegian’s
Madison Lattner asked her about
the process of becoming a Disney
princess.]
Every young girl has had the
fantasy of becoming a Disney
princess. Luckily for Sophia
Cipolla, that fantasy became a
reality one day when she was
standing in line at Space Mountain. Very serendipitously, a
casting manager in line behind
her heard her voice and immediately gave her an audition.
He said her voice was perfect to
be a princess and she would be
perfect for the role.
Later that day, Sophia was in
the throes of the princess in-

Sophia Cipolla’s charm and voice were perfect for the Disney princess role. (Photo by Clarice Ong)

terview process. Surrounded by
pageant queens and professional

dancers, Sophia felt a little out
of place and overwhelmed by

the whole interview process.
She even describes the “happiest place on earth” to be a little
cutthroat when it came to the
princess audition process. The
interview process consisted of
dancing, singing, and weirdly
just standing in a line while the
interviewers stared at you. The
energy that applicants exude in
the interview was also extremely important. Sophia’s bubbly
personality and charm made her
a top pick for a Disney princess.
Although a self-proclaimed
“ bad” dancer, Sophia stood
out in the audition because of
her voice. Her voice is exactly
how anyone would imagine a
Disney princess would sound.
She was given the job and sent
to princess boot camp (Yes, this
is a real thing). This so-called
princess boot camp is where all
the Disney princesses learn to
truly embody their characters.
Sophia describes the training
process as “quite intense” but
“amazing.”
At this boot camp, she was
taught how to write, walk and
talk like the well-known princesses Belle and Snow White.
Stage makeup, eyelash extensions, dance shoes, wigs, and

costumes were required for the
role as a Disney princess. She
had to learn every detail of her
character’s story, from knowing
Belle’s favorite book to naming
all seven of Snow White’s dwarfs.
After three weeks of boot camp,
Sophia was a full-blown Disney
princess.
The job was, in her words,
“magical.” The job was physically demanding because Sophia
had to work 10-12 hour days in
full princess gear, but the kids
made it all worth it. “It was so
surreal,” says Sophia, “I still
can not even believe that I was
a Disney princess”. Although
still debating on returning back
to the princess lifestyle, Sophia
is hesitant.
For now, Sophia is focused
on graduating from the happiest place on earth, Saint Mary’s
College, with a degree in English
and minors in Art and Spanish.
According to her, one of the
lessons she learned from her
experience as a Disney princess
is that she is passionate about
public speaking and communication.
Sophia has worked as a real
Disney princess but her happily
ever after is still to come.

Students on Their Preferred SMC Meme Account
Memes are our generation’s
preferred medium to express
our ideas. Here at Saint Mary’s,
two accounts have emerged on
social media that share memes
related to Gaels’ experiences: @smcmemes1 and @smcmemes22. They make us laugh,
they air our grievances, and
they share experiences that are
uniquely Saint Mary’s. There
is currently a friendly banter
between the two accounts and,
in the spirit of fun, we asked
the SMC community about
their meme account preference.
Below are the responses we received thus far:
@smcmemes1 has a stronger meme game as opposed to
@smcmemes22, for the reason that @smcmemes22 posts
content in application to ANY
college student. @smcmemes1
differs from this because they
post more content specific to
OUR students, and they also
don’t post as many advertisements. I followed the page for
memes not ads.
-Anonymous ‘22
Up until a few days ago, I
didn’t follow @smcmemes22,
but I am very aware of their existence. Being a junior, my loyalty
lies firmly with @smcmemes1,
but since @smcmemes1 took
a brief hiatus, I found myself
looking at memes from the
newer page. And while I will
admit they have some quality memes, I personally believe
that @smcmemes1 has higher
quality memes, and they also
don’t flood the meme market,
so to speak. Sometimes @smcmemes22 posts up to a half
dozen memes within a 24-hour
period - that’s an unsustainable
rate, and they’ll end up running

out of memes at some point.
Also, @smcmemes1 has always
had a policy of posting strictly SMC-related memes while
non-SMC specific memes can
be found on @smcmemes22’s
page. Finally, @smcmemes1
has been around since at least
my first year, which means that
whoever is behind the account
has been at SMC for a while
and understands the culture
[ here on campus]. They can
[critique] issues with finesse
and extremely specific humor,
while @smcmemes22 is a firstyear - I assume since the 22
at the end probably indicates
graduation year. While there is
nothing wrong with [freshmen]
calling out the school for things
that happen, they can tend to be
a bit overzealous and repetitive.
All in all, I am very loyal to @
smcmemes1, and I will enjoy
their content until one of us
graduates.
-Tatiana Novak ‘20
I had followed both pages,
and have contributed numerous
memes to @smcmemes22, under the assumption that it was
dormant. Out of nowhere, but
truthfully when @smcmemes1
began to post memes again, @
smcmemes22 began to get quite
mean and rather unpleasant
about the whole situation; it
was disheartening to see this account so many kids enjoy begin
to turn on their fellow Gael and
keep giving them attitude.
And I think that fish kissing
the pillow at Makeout Reef in
Spongebob said it best when
he cried out “Hey man, that’s
not cool”.
Both @smcmemes22 and @
smcmemes1 have the same goal
of spreading joy and humor to
the community, so why must

they bring one another down? If
they worked together, the camaraderie and bright ideas flowing
between them, alongside the
newfound inspiration for more
submissions, could create a
truly one of a kind college meme
page experience.
Themed meme pages are genuine treasures, be they for Star
Wars prequels, the Bay Area, or
even roller coasters, and provoke all the thrill of knowing the
material and finding community in people with your same
interests. I’d hate to see this
situation go up in flames over
some petty put-downs.
Wishing for peace,
-George Donovan ‘22
In my opinion, I prefer @smcmemes1 over @smcmemes22.
Although @smcmemes22 posts
more memes on a regular basis,
@smcmemes22 also posts much
more about political news/
statements regarding St. Mary’s.
This includes the fight against
Sodexo, public safety policies,
the new parking fee, etc. Even
right now, in the bio of @smcmemes22 contains a link for a
petition created by @endthesilence.smc.
I will say that I am the biggest

advocate for speaking up and
raising awareness for issues
against inequality and injustice,
but I do not think that a meme
page should be the ones talking
about those issues. Meme pages
should be dedicated for memes,
and just memes.
@smcmemes22 also stated
that “by me making this page
allows the school to enter the
meme game alongside amazing
schools (UC Berkeley Memes
for Edgy Teens, Yale Memes
for Special Snowflakes, USC
Memes for Spoiled Teens)” (@
smcmemes22, 2/27/19). Those
meme pag es are successful
because of the quality of their
memes, how well they engage
with their audience, and the fact
that they only post memes, and
not political statements.
@smcmemes22 still has potential to become a great meme
page, but they are trying way
too hard to do too much that
doesn’t matter. At the end of
the day, students follow a meme
page for the memes. This is why
I prefer @smcmemes1 over @
smcmemes22.
-Vince Tran ‘20
When it comes to meme
accounts at SMC, there is a
clear superior account: @smcmeme22. As stated in their bio,
they provide “only the FRESHEST memes,” and that promise
is certainly delivered. There
are often multiple posts a day,
and the owner makes an effort
to connect with their followers.
One of the best parts of this account is that while there is an
owner, memes can be submitted and posted to the account,
making it a community project.
If you want to talk strictly
numbers, @smcmeme22 still
takes the cake. In seven months,

@smcmeme22 has accumulated 581 followers (Ed. note:
645 f ollowers at the time of
publication), with 337 posts. @
smcmemes1 on the other hand,
which has been active for a
year and four months, has 596
followers and only 133 posts
(Ed. note: 603 followers and 134
posts at the time of publication).
[That] @smcmeme22 have
grown to nearly the same level
of popularity in less than half
the time of the existence of @
smcmemes1 speaks volumes.
Are you really going to support
a meme page with such a clear
disregard for its community,
especially one that left its followers memeless for nearly four
months?
@smcmeme22 provides highquality memes all Saint Mary’s
students can enjoy and consistently strives to bring the community together. The owner
has stated their dedication
to providing only the highest
quality memes and taking a
stand against stealing memes,
something @smcmemes1 has
not shown. This is especially
important considering a recent
meme posted by @smcmemes1
was, in fact, stolen from none
other than @smcmeme22.
@smcmeme22 has shown itself to be a pillar of community
time and time again, as well as
an account dedicated to making
Saint Mary’s a better place. It’s
truly the superior account.
-Lindsey Geissberger ‘22
Do you agree or disagree with
the opinions of your fellow
Gaels regarding this topic?
Please let your Culture Editors know! Email us at smccollegian@gmail.com with the
subject line “SMC Memes,” and
we will publish your thoughts.
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OPINION
From one overworked senior to the next: you are not alone
BY KA LOUGHMAN
OPINION EDITOR
SENIORS. Our time is nigh.
Already March has come before
us, and the big, beautiful finish line
of May 25th is coming into view. I
know I can’t be the only one excited
for The End; I also know I can’t be
the only one who feels terribly, horribly exhausted. The weight of this
semester is descending upon me
like the hand of God, so here I am,
writing this letter of solidarity to all
those who feel the same.
This is a very particular open letter — it’s not just intended for anyone with CLASS OF 2019 stamped
on their Academic Evaluation.
If you’re taking one or two real
courses alongside a handful of
quarter-credits so you can keep
your full-time student status, or if
you have time to take a nap in the
middle of the day, or to get to i-Tea
before they run out of boba for the
night, this letter of solidarity is not
for you. No. This letter is for the
seniors who spend the day out and
about, from sunup to sundown,
and are constantly trying to decide
whether or not it would be worth
it to skip class to work on other
projects. These seniors are constantly busy, constantly trying to
keep their heads above water, and
constantly worrying about getting
everything done right and on time.
If this sounds like you, read on. If
not, put this article down and go
play some frisbee on Chapel Lawn,
you lucky, lucky bastard.
To my fellow overworked seniors:
I feel your pain. My list of academic and extracurricular responsibilities is long and all-encompassing. Not only am I on the editorial
staff for The Collegian, but I am

a Lead Adviser at CWAC twelve
hours per week, will soon begin
research for a solo presentation at
the Northern California Writing
Centers Association annual conference, am taking four upper-division
English courses in addition to four
quarter-credits, spend seven hours
a week rehearsing with the SMC
Glee Club and Chamber Singers,
am a study-abroad Peer Mentor for
the Center for International Programs, and just finished applying
to ten graduate schools. I don’t even
know how I do it all, but it involves
lots of Starbucks and crying.
Sometimes, when I describe
my workload to friends or family, they ask why I feel the need to
stretch myself so thin. Why, they
say, do I work myself so hard that
I barely have time for anything
outside of Saint Mary’s? Why do I
overcommit to the point that getting through each day seems like
an insurmountable obstacle? Why
can’t I just drop something and give
myself the extra breathing room as
an early graduation present? I’m
sure you, my fellow overwhelmed
senior, have fielded these questions
with the same mixture of defeat and
determination as I have.
In my case, my answer is always
the same: because these jobs and
extracurriculars are bringing me
joy and setting me up for future
success, and my participation in
them has made me the person I
am. My Saint Mary’s experience is
the combination of all of my passions — reading, writing, editing,
singing, traveling — through my
participation in these extracurricular activities. I couldn’t give
any of these things up sooner than I
could give up one of my limbs; I am
terrified of the thought of not hav-

OVERWHELMED AND EXHAUSTED SENIORS, you are not alone -- we will make it to graduation eventually. (Courtesy of The Odyssey
Online)

ing these things in my daily life any
longer. So, I am holding onto them
for as long as I can, even when the
stress and exhaustion reduces me
to a puddle of short and sparking
nerves. Because I don’t know when
I’ll get the chance to indulge all of
my loves again in this way.
I hope you, fellow overworked
senior, feel the same way about
your commitments as I do. I hope
they bring you more joy and hope
than stress and annoyance, and I
hope you can use that joy to propel
you through the sleepless nights
and frustrated meltdowns and all
the way to the finish line. I firmly
believe that you shouldn’t commit
yourself to anything you’re not
passionate about, or anything that

won’t serve you well in the future.
The time we have left here is so
short, and needs to be spent with
caution. Trust yourself, and your
belief that you are doing as much or
as little as you can stand to.
And lastly, I just want you to
know that you are seen, your hard
work is appreciated, and the people
you’re interacting with are so, so
grateful for you. And more than
that, you are doing great. You’re
less than three months away from
becoming a college graduate! That’s
not an easy feat, especially when
you’ve worked yourself to the bone
to get here. You will continue to do
great in these last ten weeks, and we
will make it through this together.
And by the time we walk across that

stage on May 25th, decked-out in
stoles and other grad regalia, every
meltdown will be a distant memory
and there will be nothing left but
your very, very bright future. I
promise.
So, if you need to have a crying session in your car, go for it.
If you need to skip class and get
that gigantic Chipotle burrito, I
support you. If you need to write a
six-hundred word rant about how
you can’t wait to graduate and get
the hell out of academia forever,
send it to us and we’ll publish it.
Just don’t stop pushing yourself to
accomplish everything you set your
mind to. This is your last semester
of college. You know exactly how to
make it the best of your life.

Republican Congressmen reveal worst during Cohen testimony
BY SARAH KNEBEL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
An expected division amongst the courtroom. Michael Cohen sits center stage, surrounded by congressmen and women who
are all digging for answers. The quality of
questioning? Pronounced. The condescending
tone of voice unpleasantly intermixed with the
commentary of “liar, liar pants on fire” spewing
from the mouths of the Republican congressmen — and mostly men — continues to validate
my discomfort with conservative behavior.
Due to the inability of those in power to
remain honest, we secretly open another tab
on our desktops at work to tune into another
live streamed scenario of right versus wrong.
Why? President Donald Trump and his former
lawyer and fixer, Michael Cohen’s fair share of
dirty deals has finally gone public. Together,
they racked up a list that consisted of sneaky
nondisclosure agreements, illegal exchanges of
funds, “catching and killing” potentially harmful news stories, and knowledge of secret meetings between Russia and the Trump family.
Fairly stated, Cohen is far from innocent. To
undermine the significance of Cohen’s fraudulent behavior would be somewhat equivalent
to the Republican party’s “clueless” denial of
Trump’s dishonesty prior to and during his
current presidency. However, he is seemingly
turning a new leaf. Cohen is in the hot-seat,
sitting before those who are apart of Trump’s
“personal circle”, and the conversation is
heating up.
I am not here to list the reasons why I find
this congressional divide problematic, but
rather to shed light on the fact that the “bullying mentality” slowly seeping through the
cracks of the Republican Party is beginning
to deteriorate their credibility. Cohen ratted
out Trump and the Republican committee,

CONGRESSMEN MARK MEADOWS discusses with a colleague during Micheal Cohen’s congressional testimony on
February 27. (Courtesy of Getty Images)

which we can recognize as Trump’s “groupies”, are attempting to salvage what they can
of the President’s broken reputation. But quite
simply, as I sit and observe this testimony,
the question I have for Congressmen such as
Jim Jordan, Mark Meadows and many more
is, “How much longer until you realize that
denial of the President’s actions will never
serve you well?”
Cohen, who willingly spent his career covering up the dirt of our fine President in an
unexpected trade for jail time, is voluntarily
stepping forward. The response to his testimony consisted of childish phrases such as,
“liar, liar pants on fire” from Mr. Gosar and
remarks such as “you didn’t get brought to the
dance” from Mr. Jordan regarding Cohen’s
“hurt feelings” about not being employed
within the White House. In other words,
congressmen used tactics better suited for the
role of an eighth grade bully. To that, the despi-

cable reason for the Republican congressmen’s
commentary and cut-throat jabs to Cohen’s
confidence becomes clear. Humans react in a
defensive manner when the discernible truth
is placed into plain sight— especially when this
truth is nearly inarguable.
Now, I have a soft spot for a lack of common
sense. On the other hand, it also causes me
great concern. It seems that Cohen finds his
foolishness concerning as well and hopes to
warn the committee who endlessly protects
a man of such poor standards by stating “the
more people that follow Mr. Trump as I did
blindly are going to suffer the same consequences that I’m suffering.”
Rather than facing the undeniable facts
of our faulted President’s sly pay-offs and
“under-the-table” deals that are being brought
to light, the Republican party seeks refuge for
their inability to recognize truth by outwardly
belittling the man seated in front of them. It

seems that this diagnosis of unwavering denial
is treated with the forcible embarrassment of
others. Entertaining themselves with their
tasteless sarcasm and jabs at someone’s character, Congressmen wish to ensure that their
audience can see that they’re the “big man on
campus.” For Republican congressmen, this
feels good. There’s nothing quite like the rush
of asserting your white, male dominance over
another white male — the ultimate face of.
In a case such as this one, the limit to which
one’s morale could be pushed was easily defined. During this testimony, the inability for
Republican Congressmen to swallow their
pride was embarrassingly noticeable. It
seemed that all the right side of the room could
manage to do to salvage their dignity by poking
at Cohen’s pride. Aside from this commentary,
the Republican committee continuously reminded the room that the time spent giving
Cohen the space to testify should be redirected
towards “more important things” such as
building that wall… After all, it’s their job to do
whatever it takes to keep the big man happy.
But was this testimony pointless? Not even
close. Psychology tells us that the first stage
of grief is denial. This then turns into anger,
bargaining, depression and finally, acceptance.
If we rely on the evidence at hand, which has
oddly been difficult for some lately, there is an
end to the madness. The Republican committee will come to accept their faults in standing
behind a President that allows others to carry
the unbearable weight of his poorly executed
actions. With that in mind, let us continue to
hope that the strength is found to stand up
against such bigotry. Until then, we must allow
Republican congressmen the space to grieve
the loss of their egos, public reputations, and
common sense. And Michael Cohen’s testimony? The cause of death.
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SPORTS
Race to the NBA MVP is Close but Not Close Enough Sports
this week
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Thursday, Feb 28th
@ 8pm, Moraga California
vs. University of Portland

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
GIANNIS ANTETOKOUNMPO has continued to make a strong case for the NBA’s Most Valuable Player, leading Milwaukee to an NBA best record. (Coutesy of NBA.com)

BY RONALD PERKINS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
For almost the entirety of the
2019 NBA season, James “Fear
The Beard” Harden, has been
the heavy favorite to earn his
second MVP in a row; But there
has been someone lurking in the
forests of Wisconsin, waiting for
his chance to strike. He’s the best
player on one of the best teams
in basketball, and his name is
Giannis Antetokounmpo.
Giannis’ every night performance may not be as shocking as
as some of James Harden’s stats,
or as flashy as Paul George’s
loose but assertive approach to
the game. His points per game
totals can’t even match his peers

in the MVP race. Nonetheless,
we can appreciate that Giannis’
shooting percentage is far better, considering he prefers to
dunk on everyone rather than
shoot over them from behind
the arc. His 58% from the field
is stumping Harden’s 44% and
George’s 45% shooting percentages.
Forget that Giannis is fifth
in the NBA in scoring and seventh in rebounds, what about
team success? Shouldn’t that
be a factor? Not only are the
Bucks 46–14, they are unexpectedly the number one team in the
NBA. Key word, unexpectedly.
Analysts did no expect the
2018 44–38 Milwaukee Bucks
to come into 2019 and be the

best team in the NBA. As much
as we appreciate great scoring
records, like James Harden 30
consecutive points for 30 games;
We also appreciate winning, and
a great underdog story.
Despite Harden’s best efforts
to repeat and lead his team to
playoff success, he still has not
had the same statistical impact
that Giannis has had for the
Bucks.
In terms of Win Shares, the
Greek Freak still edges out
Harden. Paul George is close
behind, but with the help of Russell Westbrook he hasn’t had to
make the same sort of impact as
his contemporaries. So far Giannis Antetokounmpo is leading
the Bucks to a historic season,

and doing it all inside the paint.
Helping the Bucks outscore opponents by 9.3 ppg.
Although scoring records are
great. Individual awards are
suppose to go to the best player
on the best team, which in this
case it’s an easy decision. But
we all know that it is harder
than that. Just a few years ago,
Russell Westbrook won the MVP
when the Oklahoma City Thunder were a 6 seed in the playoffs.
Regardless of winning records, it
is too clear that Giannis’ impact
for his team is crucial to Milwaukee’s success. There is no equal.
Fear The.. Who? Fear the Milwaukee Bucks, and fear Giannis
Antetokounmpo because he’s
your 2019 NBA MVP.

Friday, March 1st
@ 7pm, Moraga California
vs. University of the Pacific

WOMEN’S RUGBY

Kraft to Receive More than a Spanking for Charges
BY SPENCER GAVIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Robert Kraft is arguably the
most famous NFL owner outside
of Jerry Jones. Kraft, the owner of
the defending Super Bowl Champion New England Patriots, has recently come under fire for alleged
actions he took part in at a day spa
in Palm Beach Florida. According
to reports that surfaced last week,
Mr. Kraft attended the day spa
two times during the month of
January. This same spa has been
exposed for prostitution and was
being observed as part of an FBI
investigation. Kraft was caught
on security cameras walking in
on those two separate January
visits. In addition to him being
seen walking in to the spa, it was
confirmed in an affidavit to the
court that he engaged in various
sexual acts during those visits.
While this story has gained considerable publicity, it is important
to note that Kraft is being charged
with two counts of soliciting prostitution, which turns out only to
be a misdemeanor. At the worst,
Kraft is looking at maximum
sentence of a year in jail and some
community service hours. However, it is unlikely that a man of
Kraft’s prominence would spend
any time in jail since it is just
his first offense. However, Kraft
could receive a substantial pun-

Tuesday, March 5
@ 6pm on the Turf Field

MEN’S RUGBY

ROBERT KRAFT is under fire recently after being charged with two counts of soliciting prostitution. (Coutesy of Sports Illustrated)

ishment at the hands of the NFL’s
Commissioner, Roger Goodell.
The infamous Goodell has made
some believe he might attempt to
“make an example” out of Kraft to
deter other owners from engaging in similar actions. According
to a New York Times article on
the Kraft matter, Ken Belson and
Victor Mather believe, “While Mr.
Kraft’s legal case is less severe,
and the charges could be reduced
or dropped, the league could still
punish him for ‘conduct detrimental to the welfare of the League
or professional football.’” It is
not definite what action Goodell
might take against Kraft, but it is
believed it could include suspen-

sion from games and a significant
fine of $500,000. If Goodell would
rather impose a harsher penalty,
league rules require Goodell to
receive approval from the other
NFL owners.
As of right now, Kraft has pleaded not guilty to these two charges
and plans on fighting them in
court. He has requested a nonjury
trial so as to leave the decision up
to the wjudge instead of a jury of
his peers. I speculate that Kraft
and his attorney requested this
because of Kraft’s economic status,
coupled with the fact he owns the
New England Patriots, perhaps the
most hated NFL franchise of all
time. While that may sound like

a frivolous reason, everyone who
knows football knows the unwritten rule of despising the Patriots.
While is may seem trivial, that
could have a negative effect on the
decisions of possible jurors. All in
all, Robert Kraft has gotten himself
into some trouble with this whole
situation and because of who he
is, the problems have become immensely more popular. There is no
doubt he will try to downplay the
court proceedings, but time will
tell what punishments might be
imposed upon Mr. Kraft, whether
from a court of law or the NFL.
One thing is for certain, Kraft can
expect some form of punishment
to come his way in the near future.

Saturday, March 9th
@ 1pm, Provo Utah
vs. BYU
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SPORTS
Saint Mary’s Sports Roundup
BY MATTHEW MCFETRIDGE
SPORTS EDITOR

Men’s Basketball - March 2

Saint Mary’s
Gonzaga

Women’s Basketball - March 1

55
69

Saint Mary’s
Pacific

75
62

SMC
Jordan Ford - 19 PTS, 3-6 3PT, 3 REB, 2 STL
Tanner Krebs - 11 PTS, 1-2 3PT, 3 REB
Jordan Hunter - 3 PTS, 8 REB, 1 STL
Gonzaga
Josh Perkins - 19 PTS, 2 REB, 2 AST, 2 STL
Rui Hachimura - 17 PTS, 1-2 3PT, 8 REB, 2 STL
Brandon Clarke - 15 PTS, 7 REB, 4 BLK
Recap:
Following their 48 point loss to the Zags on February 9th, many were
not optimistic for the Conference rivals second meeting. However, the
Gaels came out strong in the first half, trailing Gonzaga by only two
points at halftime. Unfortunately, the Zags outscored the Gaels 33-21
in the second half, and the potential upset win got away from SMC. The
Gaels have one more chance to play Gonzaga at the WCC Tournament.

SMC
Megan McKay - 17 PTS, 14 REB, 3 AST
Sydney Raggio - 14 PTS, 6 REB, 1 BLK
Sam Simons- 12 PTS, 3-6 3PT, 7 REB, 2 AST
Pacific
Valerie Higgins - 19 PTS, 11 REB, 2 AST, 2 STL
Jessica Blakeslee - 15 PTS, 3-7 3PT, 5 REB, 1 AST
Ameela Li - 11 PTS, 4 AST, 6 STL
Recap:
In their second meeting, our Women’s basketball team got their
revenge on UoP, winning 75-62. Senior Forward Megan McKay had an
outstanding performance, posting a 17 point, 14 rebound double-double.
The Gaels now enter the WCC tournament, ranked third in the conference with a 19-10 overall record.

Men’s Baseball - March 1

Women’s Beach Volleyball - March 2

Saint Mary’s
California

1
13

SMC
Gio Diaz - 1-3, 1 RBI
Conor Thane - 2-2, 1BB
Andrew Hansen - 3.1 IP, 3 ER, 7 SO
California
Andrew Vaughan - 4-5, 2 HR, 4 RBI
Cameron Eden - 2-4, HR, 2 RBI
Sam Stoutenborough - 5 IP, 1 ER, 4 SO
Recap:
In game one of their four game series, the Gaels bested the Bears 103. Game two proved to be a challenge for the Gaels, falling behind early
by two runs in the first inning and then by ten in the fourth. It ended
up being a 13-1 loss and their third matchup was cancelled due to rain.
The Gaels currently stand at a 5-5 record (March 3 results not posted
at time of publishing).

Saint Mary’s
USF

4
1

Results
#18 Saint Mary’s 4 - San Francisco 1
1. SMC Knudsen/Chase def. USF Lowry/Vecchia (16-21, 21-18, 15-11)
2. SMC Calvin/Bible def. USF Araujo/Rogers (21-14, 21-10)
3. SMC Parker/Young def. USF Zinger/LaFollette (21-14, 21-13)
4. USF To’oto’o/Reames def. SMC Laird/Kendrick (21-17, 15-21, 16-14)
5. SMC Cowell/Christensen def. USF Bondar/Tanner (21-17, 21-14)
Recap:
After being ranked 18th by Dig Magazine, the Gaels showed their
dominance in defeating USF on Saturday. Three of the four Saint Mary’s
wins were taken in straight sets as the number 2, 3, and 5 duos didn’t let
their Don opponents take a single set. The Women’s Beach Volleyball
team takes on Feather River College next on March 8th.

